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We have a ton of Global Nutrition

Opportunities and Resources for

RDs over on our blog this week! 

Katie breaks down how to write a

personal mission statement and

why its majorly to define your

intentions. Free custom mission

statement template included! 

We     the free video series on How

to: Private Practice with Adrien

Paczosa, RD, on simplepractice.com 

March is 11th is OUR DAY! I know I'm

super proud of being a dietitian and I

have a feeling you might be too. There

are a lot of hurdles to jump over, but

impacting just one life is so rewarding.

We might not also feel under

appreciated, but the work we do is

extremely important. Let's pop that

champagne and reflect on how far we

have come. How will you be celebrating?

Let us know so we can feature your

stories in our next newsletter! 

e: rdnetworkapp@gmail.com

Hi readers, Melissa here! I am the

founder of RD Network. I have a lot

of side hustles, but my two main

gigs are building RD Network and

running my virtual Private Practice

in Orlando, FL. My mission is to

reimagine solutions for our

problems and pain points as

dietitians. I'm a libra, a creative,

and a "7" in enneagram. Let's all be

friends and enjoy the journey!

Online community with Professional Resources for Dietitians,
Business Education, Networking, Job Boards, and more.

RDN DAY - MARCH 11 2020

THIS WEEK'S FAVS

BOOK CLUB

COMING UP....

If you're scared to take the leap from

9-5 to self employment &

entrepreneurship, READ THIS BOOK!

With hundreds of reasons why you

should backed up with solid data, this

book is a great lesson in today's Gig

Economy and how you can thrive in it. 

THE GIG ECONOMY

BY DIANE MULCAHY

EVENTS

American Telemedicine Association's
annual conference this May 3rd-5th in
Phoenix, Arizona.


